
:50# Mylar(matte)

 

NOTES:
1. All of the barcode range and SN definition please refer to the test spec

   
 

7. Assembled in XXXXX  (XXXXX:Country of Manufacture, base on the manufacture factory)
8. DC (Date Code), in MMDDYY format: MM ,DD ,YY

4. Wi-Fi Pre-shared Key: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

NOTES:
1.Surface Material color:white
2.Printing color is as color defined in artwork
3.Adhesive:Acrylic
4.Adhesive thickness:0.025+/-0.003mm
5.Adhesion to steel(180o ):1.8+/-0.3 kg/25mm

boll
7.Relese Power(90o

9.Shipment method: Roll
10.This part must comply with RoHS.
11.Test condition :

1.Soak alcohol(99.7%) at first trial and repeat to soak every 50 times

2.Push force:250g

3.Speed:30 times/min

4.Move back and forth 100 times,printing was not removed

Vendor code

2.SSID: WIFIXXXXXX
XXXXXX: the last 3 octets(6 digits) of the RF MAC address using only uppercase alpha-numeric characters 
with no punctuation.

3 .SSID: WIFIXXXXXX-5G
XXXXXX: the last 3 octets(6 digits) of the RF MAC address using only uppercase alpha-numeric characters 
with no punctuation.

Cable RF MAC Address=XXXXXXXXXXXX

eMTA  MAC Address=XXXXXXXXXXXX

S/N=1234567YYYYYY Factory ID: U                 Assembled in XXXXXDC: MMDDYYWAN-MAN MAC Address=XXXXXXXXXXXX  

SSID: WIFIXXXXXX

SSID: WIFIXXXXXX-5G

Barcode Format: code 128, code B, Height: 3mm  
Font: Arial Regular 4pt

Font: Arial Regular 4pt

Model name: UBC1329

Font: Arial Regular 4pt

FCC ID: XCNUBC1329

FCC ID: XCNUBC1329

16 characters,must be a randomly generated character string,created individually for each unit at time of 
manufacture (It must use only uppercase alpha-numeric characters,excluding the number "0" and "O",
with no punctuation),Other alpha-numeric characters which may be confused, e.g. the number "8" and 
the letter "B", MAY also be excluded. This will be referred to as the random encryption scheme.

GUI access URL: http://192.168.100.1

GUI user name: admin
GUI password: XXXXXXXXXXXX

6.GUI user name  admin
GUI password: XXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXX:12 characters,must be a randomly generated character string,created individually for 
each unit at time of manufacture.(It MUST be restricted to some combination of uppercase alphabetical 
letters, lowercase alphabetical letters, number characters, and printable special characters.

5.GUI access URL: http://192.168.100.1

Special characters for GUI password must be limited to: !,#,$,&,%,*.
The following characters are not allowed: upper case O(oh),0(zero),lower case l(el),upper case I(eye),
upper case Z,upper case S,upper case B.)

Ubee P/N: UBC1329AA00
Wi-Fi Pre-shared Key: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Foxconn P/N: U10C158.00
MO: xxxxxxxxxx-VVSS

 Foxconn P/N: U10C158.00,U10C158.00 is FOXCONN P/N,
10. MO: xxxxxxxxx is FOXCONN MO Number.
   Version: VVSS,
   VV: the engineering version(refer to Foxconn label Rev. column in the cover of the MFG document)
   SS: the version of A300/A400 product(refer to FDoc Rev.  in the cover of MFG document)

9.


